PANEL BLINDS
The sliding panel is ideal for large areas with large windows, or separation of spaces, elegant
and highly decorative. Using a wide variety of materials from black out to sunscreen.
The drive mechanism is a rope system. They have the same benefits of sunscreen and design of
all our other collections.
TRAMONTO BLINDS
Tramonto Blinds offer modern styles and a touch of elegance without losing privacy or lighting.
A great choice when set in unique and comfortable guest rooms.
VERTICAL BLINDS
Vertical Blinds use different fabrics and textures such as PVC. These blinds allow a significant
amount of light to enter the room when needed. It is one of the most used systems for easy installation: PVC blinds are easy to clean.
SOLAR SHADES
Solar Shades are one of the most popular categories on the market today. They are energy efficient by keeping your cooling costs down. They also offer uv protection and glare reduction.
This is a great option for areas where you want to enjoy natural light.
SHEER SHADES
Sheer Shades offer an elegant finish to any room. This is a great option for a dressier finish.
Versatile, elegant and practical, these sheer shadings are quickly becoming one of our best selling systems.
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